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the peace movement
one year later
By Tom Tollefson

One year ago yesterday, May
9, 1972, the peace movement at
Moorhead State College
reached a climax, with a march
by more than 500 students
through the streets of Moorhead
and the occupation of the three
bridges between the two cities.
Slowing traffic on the three
bridges to a trickle, it was the
first direct confrontation
between students and the
community in the many years
of student outrage with the war.
Cars were stopped and asked to
accept anti-war literature.
The peace movement was
dead as the Spring of 1972
began. Removing most of the
American ground troops,
President Richard Nixon had
not bombed North Vietnam for
some time and by the middle of
April the energy of the peace
movement seemed to have been
absorbed by a new hope
U.S. Sen. George McGovern.
After he won the Wisconsin
Primary, a grass roots ground
swell seemed to be sweeping the
country. Idealism ran high.
Many who had been actively
advocating revolution were
giving the system one last
chance.

The peace movement was alive
again.
By May 1, Columbia
University had suspended
classes and the University of
Maryland was occupied by the
National Guard. On May 2 J.
Edgar Hoover died. The
bombing of the North seemed to
have little effect on the
offensive in the South. By
Sunday, May 7, an imminent
attack on Hue was expected.
There was speculation that
South Vietnam might be cut in
half.
Monday evening, May 8,
Nixon announced that he was
blockading the harbors of North
Vietnam. The mining of the
harbors caused a wave of
protest not seen since the
invasion of Cambodia a n d
subsequent shootings at Kent
State.
Thousands were arrested
across the country. Freeways
were blocked, windows
smashed and, at the University
of New Mexico, students were
wounded by shotgun fire.

A t t h e U n i v e r s i t y of
M i n n e s o t a , h u n d r e d s of
students fought with police as
helicopters sprayed tear gas
Meanwhile Nixon, planning a over the crowds. It was this
trip to Russia, was distracted national outrage that Moorhead
by a minor discomfort known as State College finally joined.
the ITT scandal. The Watergate
Tuesday morning the MSC
was still just another building
Student Senate voted to call a 3complex in Washington.
day strike. A plan was
In the midst of this, North formulated to go into the
Vietnam launched an offensive community and make the public
against the South which was aware.
supposedly capable of its own
This was the climate that led
defense.
MSC to its height of political
The third week in April, Nixon activism.
struck back, with what was
+++
some of the heaviest bombing of
the war to that point. He
The climate has changed. The
bombed Haiphong and parts of
Hanoi. Many were shocked by war is over, yet Cambodia is
what appeared to be a new s t i l l b e i n g b o m b e d . T h e
e s c a l a t i o n of t h e w a r . President's administration is
McGovern charged Nixon 1 ad being accused of the biggest
"descended to a new level of scandal since Teapot Dome. But
barbarism and foolhardiness." the campus is quiet.

advocate
What happened to the 500-plus people who
blocked the bridges last year? Some have
graduated, others have dropped out. We went
through our picture file and identified as many
people as possible in the protest. The following is
a sample of some who are still around and their
comments on their involvement then and now.

Watergate scandal is good in a way. It will make
people aware of how things are fucked up.
People are still just as angry but it's easier to
write a letter to a congressman during a TV
commercial and it does just as much good as a
demonstration.

"The community involvement last spring was
Tom Johnson graduated fall quarter. Now much more important than the marching. We
working in Minneapolis he reflected on his came together with people we didn't agree with.
But I'm tired of arguing with people ...
involvement:
sometimes I feel like dropping out but I know I
"Everything seems to be in a vacuum. I just would get angry and have to do something."
can't see it happening again. The people who
started protesting in the late 60's and early 70's
You worked in the system for McGovern last
were a different kind of generation. It took 8 year. Does it bother you to find out that Nixon
years of Nam before people started to protest." might have worked for McGovern's nomination
What about the Watergate or the bombing of
Cambodia?

"If there was a demonstration about
Watergate, I'd join it. But there won't be.
There's no leaders around anymore. People
around here are really getting into drinking."
Gordy Patzer (sr-Canby):
"I didn't know what was going on really. I
never do, but it seemed like a good cause and
cute chicks were there too."
What about Watergate?"

I hope they get Nixon, but I don't think they
will get him. If they do get him, he will go on TV
with a flag around his shoulders and tears in his
eyes and appeal for sympathy since he did it for
the good of the country. The war protest Was
futile but I might do it again if there is lots of
chicks there."
Cynthia McArthur (sr-Fargo):
"I wouldn't protest Watergate or Cambodia. It
would depend on what I hoped to gain.
Demonstrations don't do any good anymore.
Watergate doesn't come as a surprise. I expect
those things from the system. It could have been
the Democrats if they had been in power. The

through sabotage.

"It bothers me. McGovern got a raw deal. It
might keep me from working in the system
again. I campaigned for him in California and
was a delegate to the North Dakota State
Democratic Convention. It seems that no matter
what you do in the system you have to play
games. Like the abortion vote in North Dakota
and the Equal Rights Amendment. After all the
money the Right to Life people spent in North
Dakota, the Supreme Court legalized abortion
anyway. I guess, if you look at things in a
historical perspective, they work out for the best
after all the games are played.
You protested at McDonald's this year. Did it
bother you that only a few people turned out for
it?

"No, people don't turn out for anything
anymore. I picketed McDonalds because I
personally don't like what they are doing.
Besides lobbying for a subminimum wage, they
serve junky food. They also contributed a lot of
money to Nixons' campaign.
If I protest again, it will be.for a local issue,
something that will have an immediate effect.
We can march up and down the street all day and
protest the bombing of Cambodia but Nixon will
never know the difference."

students...

NOW A VAILABLE THROUGH TRTCOLLEGE

university year for
needs you
join 70 other volunteers who are...
• obtaining a full year of academic credit as volunteers off campus
•earning $195 monthly, with an additional $50 monthly put into savings
• gaining meaningful experience by working in the areas of child
development, youth, social services, agriculture, counseling, economic
development, planning, home economics and others
• helping North Dakota Indian leaders fight poverty at Fort Totten,
Standing Rock, and Turtle Mountain Indian Reservations and Wahpeton
Indian School and United Tribes Employment Training Center
APPLY NOW FOR THE SEPTEMBER 73-74 PROGRAM' APPLICATION
DEADLINE IS MAY 14TH'

get into action!
come on over -we're always available
Find out more about how you can help.
Contact:
Dean Jones, Academic Affairs Office, MSC
202 Administration, NDSU
237-8873

.
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phone system can be complex and confusing
By Steve Webber

and tie lines must also dial a
special number to place their
call.

Editor's Note: This story is
the first of a pair concerning
the structure of telephone
Watts lines and tie lines are
communications systems at not readily available to students
Moorhead State. The following because they are for use in
a r t i c l e d e t a i l s e a c h connection with official state
communication line with the business only.
follow-up articleappearing next
week on the misuse of these
Out-of-state calls cannot be
telephone line and the methods made on either line because
of their control.
their only purpose is to
facilitate communication within
Most people were taught to the state.

use a telephone before they
entered grade school, but
students enrolling at Moorhead
State College must surely be
confused when they hear
mention of four different
telephone lines at MSC.

Some phones on campus have
access to as many as four
different lines; Centrex, watts
line, tie line and the usual lines
open to community-placed
phones.

tie lines, the operator usually
asks who is making the call and
the purpose of the call.

in St. Paul.

phones havingaccess and many
times that many trying to
According to Berg as many as connect simultaneously," Berg
300 phones on campus have added.
Both watts and tie lines are access to watts and tie lines.
There is no priority of one
used in
the evenings by
call over another, Berg
Moorhead-based state agencies
"It is easy to see where there explained, and everyone must
such as the highway or tax is such difficulty placing a call just keep dialing the special
departments who wish to file on one of these lines (two watts number until they make a
their reports at the state capitol and two tie lines), with 300 connection.

Though MSC pays for
Centrex, both watts andtie lines
are funded by the state of
Minnesota on a contract of 24
hours of use per day per month.
Watts is a general purpose
line which connects to all
phones in the state, where the
tie lines connect only state
agencies.

According to Berg, between
50 and 100 calls are made onthe
Dormitory students first two watts lines and two tie lines
encounter an inter-campus available to MSC each day.
communications framework
called Centrex, which MSC pays
An operator in Owens Hall
for and students rent for nine information booth connects
dollars per quarter.
users to watts and tie lines
until 6 p.m. when the lines
Established at MSC in 1967, connect automatically.
Centrex replaced the "old plug
the line in the switchboard
After dialing the special
system" which served the number to connect with wattsor
campus previously.
Information operator at Owens Hall

Centrex connects all oncampus phones, allowing the
users to dial only the last four
digits of numbers they wish to
call.
Community-based
phones,
however, must dial the prefix
236 to break into the Centrex
system.

Photo by Jeff Liss
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now's your chance; vote on constitution
By Carol Braun
Moorhead State College
students, faculty and
professional support staff will
have an opportunity to either
accept or reject the proposed
all-college constitution when it
is put to a vote May 16.

At least ten per cent of the
persons in each component
From Centrex, users can
must cast a ballot in order for
contact with off-campus lines
the vote of that component to
simply by dialing 9 prior to
carry any weight. If less than
placing their calls.
ten per cent of any component
votes, the decision of that group
Dormitory students, even
will be disregarded and the
though paying nine dollars for
constitution either accepted or
phone use, must apply for a
Polling locations for students rejected on the basis of the
special billing number if they will be set up from 9 a.m. to 5 votes cast by the other two
wish to place long-distance p.m. in the Student Union and components. Of the student
calls. Customers are then billed Hagen, MacLean and Nemzek component, about 500 votes
monthly for long-distance calls Halls. Any student registered would constitute a ten per cent
made, where the primary phone for one or more credits this turn-out.
bill is included as part of the quarter is eligible to vote,
however, no one may vote with
dormitory fee.
Providing each component
more than one component. In has a voter turn-out of at least
Students who do no obtain other words, graduate students ten per cent, all three must vote
may not vote both with the in favor of the constitution in
special billing numbers cannot
place long-distance calls students and with the faculty. order to approve it, Hanson
because they cannot be charged
said. Should it be defeated by
The faculty and staff will any component, the College
to the dormitory numbers.
receive their ballots in the mail President would be likely to
"In most cases this is one of sometime this week and must send it back to the Constitution
the first accounts a ' tudent return them to the box number C o m m i t t e e f o r r e v i s i o n ,
handles," said Arden Berg, indicated on the ballots by 5 although he would not be
MSC business manager," and p.m. May 16.
required to, he added.
Northwestern Bell has had very
There will be two questions on
little problem collecting the
There would then have to be a
the ballot, according to Dr. second vote on the constitution.
accounts."
Robert Hanson, vice president Should it be defeated again, the
Co-existing with Centrex are o f A c a d e m i c A f f a i r s a n d president would have the power
two lines not readilyavailableto chairman of the Constitution to take action on the proposal
the majority of students — the Committee. One will concern a c c o r d i n g t o h i s o w n
the acceptance or rejection of judgement.
watts line and the tie line.
the constitution and the other
Neither watts nor tie lines are the bylaws.
"It is our hope that all the
available to dormitory phones,
components would vote in favor
Hanson explained that the of the constitution," Hanson
but only to administrative,
departmental and key student constitution could be approved said. "It is not completely
and the bylaws rejected, perfect in any group's eyes, as
activity phones.
however the bylaws can not be t h e r e h a v e b e e n s o m e
Similar to dialing 9 to break a p p r o v e d w i t h o u t t h e compromises. There almost
from Centrex, users of watts constitution.

had to be in order to get
anything accomplished."
Hanson stated that if the
constitution is defeated on May
16, another vote would have to
wait until fall. This in turn
would meaq that MSC would
have to begin operation under

the old constitution fall quarter
and any new constitution would
probably not go into effect until
winter quarter.
Drafts of the proposed
constitution are available on
tables in buildings throughout
the campus.

no grease for
squeaky wheels
Appeals were received by
College President Roland Dille
from three campus activities
asking that their activity budget
allotment for 1973-74 be
reconsidered.

requested $7,275 but was cut to
$3,500, is requesting an
additional $3,000 from the
reserve fund to be used
specifically for its planned
European tour.

Intercollegiate Athletics and
Forensics both of which had
their budgets cut for next year,
appealed that their budgets be
raised to the same amount as
this year. They contend rising
costs make it impossible to
carry out the same program of
activities with less money, and
that they have already cut their
spending as much as possible.

Dille said he plans to study
the appeals and hopes to come
to a decision by May 10.

Athletics received $41,500 this
school year and was cut to
$38,100 for next year.
Forensics received $5,400 and
was cut to $5,000.
Concert

Choir,which

"These are all sound
appeals," he said, "however I
have to keep in mind that my
memo to activity advisors was
so discouraging that many
more people with an equal right
to be heard may not have
appealed. I want to avoid the
old adage of the squeaking
wheel getting the grease."
He added that the reserve
fund included in the budget is
already considered to be too
small.

To the Editor:
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I would like to clarify the
intent of motion at the last
senate meeting regarding the
reasons why I think the student
senate should take a stand
opposing
the proposed allcollege constitution and thus
strongly encourage the student
body to vote it down on May 16.

editorial
By Steve Webber
With the proposed all-college constitution up for a vote
next Wednesday, May 16, speculation as to the result is
flying fast and furious.
For those who participated in drafting the document and
those who kept themselves aware of its growt h the outcome
is very predictable.
Administrators will vote yes, faculty members — yes,
professional support personnel — yes, and students
NO.
Administrators, faculty members and professional
support personnel will vote yes because either they retained
their previously held, cherished position or they enhanced
their situation through changes in the document.
Students, on the other hand, sought very few changes to
begin with; and they received so little support from the
main body of students that their bargaining position was
hampered.
Naturally, they will be the ones to complain now that the
constituion is in the home stretch on its way to ratification.
Monday the Student Senate discussed a proposal urging a
negative student vote because the document contained no
student bill of rights.
Why was the bill of rights not brought to light at open
hearings scheduled prior to the document's flight to the
attorney general.
Bringing up such "demands" now places the students in
the awkward spot of having to play catch-up with the
schedule and insert changes they wish at the most
inopportune time possible.

My main reason for not
supporting this constitution is
because it does not provide
equal rights for the student in
decision making on this
campus. My support for this
conclusion comes from Article
II, Section 1 on the exercise of
fundamental rights in which it
states, "... all members of the
College Community have
certain responsibilities imposed
on them by virtue of their
membership and status in a
particular component..." May I
remind you what our status as
students is on this campus? We
are not consulted about our
feedback as to any firing and
hiring of administrators or
faculty. We do not have control
as to where our student activity
monies go. Don't misinterpret
what I'm saying here. I am
saying that we don't have equal
participation in decisions that
directly involve us because we
are students. We may have
some indirect influence in some
areas at the right time. This is
limited however.
My second specific reason for
not supporting the new
constitution in Article
VII,
Section 3, Part A, Number 4,
concerning the Student

Even though the timing is poor, now is the last chance for
students to reach that so-called equal "power position" they
have sought for so long.

advocate
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To The Editor:
On last Wednesday and
Thursday (May 2nd and 3rd)
the Black Students of MSC
presented, "Black Nimbus: A
Festival Of Black Poetry",
which many, unfortunately,
failed to witness.
This letter is not to discuss the
lack of attendance, but, rather,
to thank those who did attend.
More important, to thank those
Brothers and Sisters who gave
of their time and relinquished
their prior engagements;
especially Curtis Robertson and
Steve Burns, who in a monetary
sense gave more than what was
totaled at the doors for both
nights. Very much thanks and
apprection is offered to SUPB
for co-sponsoring the event.
Lastly, thanks is given to those
who made up the audiences on
both n i g h t s ; y o u r w a r m
receptions and uninhibited
responses to the presentations
made each more meaningful.
In short, gratitude is extended
to everyone who directly or
indirectly participated in
making "Black Nimbus" two
n i g h t s of e n j o y a b l e a n d
memorable experiences.
With u tmost sincerity
and gratitude,
THOM COLEY

Lastly, neither the proposed
constitution nor the by-laws
contain a student bill of rights. I
think in the past this has only
been an idea for two reasons:
what should it include and who
should decide what it should
include? I think the last
question has an obvious
solution. The student body
should decide what goes into the
bill of rights — if the majority
wants one that is.Feedback is
needed.
My motion was tabled for a
week and if the student senate
decides not to support it in
voting down the proposed allcollege constitution, I,
personally encourage you to
vote NO on May 16 because as I
have already stated, it doesn't
insure any mechanisms for
direct student participation in
decisions that directly influence
us.
JANWESTRA

coffee — are part of a plot to
stereotype men as mindless
It seems absolutely incredible adolescents.
to me that certain members of
the MSC faculty have nothing
I agree that the Advocate ads
more important to concern are in poor taste, but then I
themselves with than a couple think nearly all advertising is
of rather silly advertisements in poor taste, cheapening life for
the Advocate has run in past all of us regardless of what our
weeks.
gender might be. These ads are
hardly any more offensive than
The plain, unexciting fact of t h o s e w h i c h p o r t r a y the
the matter is that advertisers, advantages of certain brands of
in their neverending quest to toilet paper, laxatives and
sell us what we don't really hemorrhoid cures, or which
need, have always made use of enumerate the virtues of
whatever is most likely to Standard Oil, strip mining and
attract our attention, and one the United States Marine Corps.
approach that never seems to
fail involves the sexual comeBut what is really most
on. No amount of ideological hy disturbing about all this is the
steria, liberal trendiness or neo- i m p l i c a t i o n t h a t the real
puritanism is going to alter the problems of our age have lost
fact that, generally speaking, their appeal to these academic
men are aroused by the sight of faddists. In a time when Nixon's
attractive, scantily-clad women B-52's are raining uncountable
and presumably are thus more tons of bombs on defenseless
likelty to notice the ad than they Cambodians (killing a mini
would otherwise. If women mum of 1,000 civilians a day, were aroused by the sight of according to a recent report),
attractive, scantily-clad men when thewar in Vietnam shows
(which women friends tell me is every sign of getting a new
not generally the case), rest lease on life (or, more
assured that Madison Avenue accurately, death), when the
and all its minions would current residents of the White
inundate us with pictures of H o u s e a r e b e h a v i n g like
boychiks clothed only in smiles gangsters, when environmental
and jock straps.
decay and pollution have
become so great that even the
It is simply intellectually air of isolated Moorhead smells
bankrupt to conclude, or to l i k e a s u b s t a n c e usually
pretend to conclude, that the described in four letters, all
Advocate ads pro tray women as these clowns appear to care
" g r i n n i n g s a p s " a n d about are two stupid little ads in
"underwear racks." One might a n i n s i g n i f i c a n t college
a s w e l l a r g u e t h a t t h e newspaper.
innumerable male ninnies
portrayed in television
What a corrupt people we
advertising - like the nurd who have become.
threatens to leave his wife
because she doesn't make good
JEROME CLARK
To The Editor:

To insert changes they would need a negative vote from a
majority of students, and push for revision with the
constituion committee after drawing up a bill of rights.

AdvisoEy Council, "...The
Student Advisory Council shall
elect a Chairman, a Vice
Chairman, and a Secretary,
and shall formulate its own
rules of procedure." "Rules of
Procedure" is a very vague
clause and could be grossly
misconstrued depending on the
individuals on this Council. in
our proposed (Rick Lundeen,
Paul Ottinger, and i j
amendments to the proposed
constitution, we specifically
stated 7 duties of this Council in
addition to an omnibus clause to
insure flexibility; however, this
was rejected by the committee
for what reasoning I don't know.

to the editor
To The Editor:
In accordance with
established procedures, a
College Election Committee has
been appointed to conduct an
election to determine if the
proposed constitution and
bylaws of MSC will be adopted
or not. The three components of
the college (students,
professional support personnel
and faculty) will vote in the
election.

Those ineligible will be
faculty members on leave at the
time of the election, those
faculty engaged only in offcampus or extension work and
faculty members holding
adjunct or affiliate
appointments at the college.
Individuals may vote with only
one component.

The College Election
Committee will conduct three
elections. The student election
will be on Wednesday, May 16,
from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. Polls
will be located in Nemzek,
Hagen, MacLean and the
Student Union.
Student
identification will be required
for voting.

Professional
support
personnel and faculty have
received copies of the proposed
constitution and bylaws. Copies
of the proposed college
constitution and bylaws are
available for students in the
Library, Student Union,
dormitories and classroom
buildings. We encourage you to
obtain a copy, read it, decide
how to vote and then VOTE on
May 16.

The professional support
personnel and faculty will
receive mail ballots which must
be returned to Box 1973 by 5
p.m. on Wednesday, May 16.
Eligibility for voting.
In
accordance with State College
Bt>ard Rule (SCB) 801 any
student enrolled for credit or
audit is eligible to vote. In
accordance with SCB 901, those
professional support personnel
who are neither faculty
members nor administrative
officers are eligible to vote. The
following definition for faculty
eligible for voting, as stated in
the Bylaws, Article V, of the
present MSC Constitution, will
be used: all full-time members
of the faculty and all part-time
members that hold at least a
one:fourth time appointment for
an entire academic year.

Graduate students will vote
with the student component.

Two separate questions will
be presented on the ballot. The
first will deal with the adoption
of the proposed constitution, the
second will deal with the
adoption of the proposed
bylaws.
College Election Committee:
Students:
PERRY
ANDERSON, SANDRA
STEGER
Professional
support
personnel: SHARON FERRIS,
CHESTER KELLY
Faculty: JANET PAULSEN
(Chmn.), EVERETT WARREN

•••••••••
To The editor:
TO THE 1973
COLLEGE GRADUATES:

Letter To The Editor:
I am taking this opportunity
to thank all the people who
participated in or were involved
with the Black Nimbus poetry
readings and jam session last
week for an enjoyable time. It's
too bad that it was so poorly
attended. I wonder if this could
be a reflection of the antiminority student mood that
prevails on this campus. I have
heard bitchings questioning the
role of the minorities on this
campus to the effect that they
don't "benefit the learning
experience" of the whites.
(There is some question in my
mind as to why any minority
should be thought of a s
performing this "benefit" in the
This was just
first place.)
another attempt by a minority
to provide an opportunity for us
to experience a part of their
culture with them and what
happened?
A great many
people chose not to come for
some reason or other. I hope
that I'm not being too sensititve
by wondering if the reason that
a Tot of people didn't come was
because they just plain didn't
•give a damn about any kind of
interaction or communication
with a minority.
Sincerely,
JAN WESTRA

I am inclined to be sparing
with words of congratulations,
advice, and challenge to this
year's college graduates, for
you hear more than enough of
them at commencement time
and you are eager to turn from
words to action.
From early childhood, for the
most part, the classroom has
been your world. Now the world
becomes your classroom. The
education you have gained so
far is precious capital. As you
invest it in the service of
mankind, it will continue to
grow and pay you rich
dividends.
Your opportunities for service
and achievement are wide. For
the first time in your lifetime,
the world is on the threshold of
an era of lasting peace. The
United States is astir with the
forces of a profound renewal —
social, economic, political —
and reaching for new
possibilities in its third century
of independence.
The coming age will be long to
you. America is grateful for
what you are, and much in need
of what you can become. I wish
you Godspeed on the great
adventure that lies ahead.
RICHARD NIXON
•••••••••
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legislature affairs report

rough going for pro & anti-student bills
By Mark Johnson
Larry Spencer, Mankato
Student Association president,
is apprehensive about the
remaining weeks of the
Legislature. Spencer was the
leader in establishing a
separate lobby program apart
from the Minnesota State
College Student Association
(MSCSA). His concern about
what will happen in the next few
weeks comes from reports he
receives from Mankato's
lobbyist.
The increase in tuition is
Spencer's first concern. This
past week, the Legislature
voted down an attempt to freeze
tuition at its current level. This

action makes a tuition increase
more probable than ever
before. The source of even
greater disappointment is that
students will be paying more
money for either the same or
decreased services.

exempted from
requirement.

the

wage

The legal aid bill will allow
student activity fees to be used
to hire a lawyer. The purpose is
to provide students with legal
help and counseling. This bill
may be amended however, to
make it illegal for such a lawyer
to start legal action against the
school. Spencer feels this would
be a significant loss.

The amending of important
bills has also caused
apprehension in the Mankato
lobby. The minimum wage and
the student legal aid bills have
been modified in such a way,
that the effect of the bills now is Spencer stated it is still too
minimal according to Spencer. e a r l y t o e v a l u a t e t h e
effectiveness of the Legislature
The minimum wage bill has when it comes to helping
seen quite a few changes. students. He hopes the new
Smaller firms and resorts will DFL majorities in the two
be exempt from the $1.80 houses do not forget that it was
minimum wage as it stands now students that put them in the
and persons under 18 will be majority.

SS will name 3 interim execs May 14
By Lynne Bell
The Student Senate passed
two motions at its May 7
meeting — one concerning the
Student Union Programming
Board (SUPB) and the other
filling those offices on the
Senate Executive Board which
will be vacated at the end of the
quarter.
Senator Jan Westra (jrVerndale) obtained Senate
action on filling three positions
which will be vacated by Senate
Treasurer Greg Danz (jrFargo), Secretary John
Kingery (sr-Moorhead) and
Vice-president Rick Lundeen
(sr-Edina). The interim term
of Danz' expires at the end of
the quarter, and both Lundeen
and Kingery will graduate.
In their final action on this
motion, the Senate decided to

centered on the development of
a Tri-College Discount program
this summer. In the motion
introduced by Lundeen, a co
ordinator from each of the
colleges would jointly set up the
program this summer by
selecting businessmen to
participate and otherwise
directing the program. Each of
these co-ordinators would be
paid either in money or by being
awarded an internship.
The motion was tabled
pending possible arrangement
of an internship and finding
people interested in serving in
this capacity.
President Deb Zitzow (srMoorhead) announced the
appointment of Sue Hunt (soRedwood Falls) and Frank
Snyder (so-White Bear Lake) to
Discussion in the meeting also the Calendar Committee.

appoint interim personnel to
serve on the executive board
until elections can legally be
held next school year, probably
some time in September. The
appointment of interim persons
was tabled until next week.
In the motion introduced by
Walter Eisner (fr-Luverne), the
Senate went on record
expressing concern that SUPB
was not able to put on a spring
concert due to various
difficulties.
Added to this
motion as a friendly
amendment, SUPB was asked
to return the money which had
been allocated for the concert to
the Senate reserve account.
Allen Guidry (fr-St. Paul)
was elected by the Senate to fill
the position of New Center
senator.

senate shotgun
By Phil Powell
The future revisited is the
theme of this week's column. As
one of my favorite mentors,
Robert Benchly, was wont to
say, when you go past a certain
point you "find yourself
swinging right back into
grandma's house again." So it
is, and should rightly be with
the Student Senate.

allows itself to be pushed their students the same trust
around, it most assuredly will they ask society to place in
be.
them.

Secondly, but of equal
importance in the question of
student dignity, is the matter of
responsibility and authority. If
a college experience is to be the
valuable shaper of judgment it
is purported to be, the student
must be given an increasing
One of the most shopworn share of the responsibility of
political cliches is a call for the running the institution that he is
return to greatness of our a part of. Elders have argued
country, a rediscovery of our t h a t s t u d e n t s a r e n o t
national dignity. The essential sufficiently responsible for such
elements of truth in such a a task. I say that responsibility
philosophy make it perennially is learned, it is not a process of
physical aging.
applicable. As students we have
a destiny of our own. The call
Thre is no better example,
for a rise to greatness should be
s o u n d e d b y t h e s t u d e n t perhaps, of the consequence of
government because to them s h i e l d i n g p e o p l e f r o m
goes the responsibility of responsibility too long than our
American society. If a people
leading the way.
are kept from the painful
What is involved in student experience of using judgment
dignity? First is the demand to and the inevitable mistakes that
b e a c c o r d e d f a i r a n d accompany such practice,they
responsible treatment. Students fail to gain a sense of
are, by tradition, viewed as a responsibility.
transient phenomenon. Yet,
both the economic and political
Therefore, I say that, if part
impact of the student population of the educational process is to
can, if effectively channeled, p r o d u c e g o o d c i t z e n s ,
make it a force to be reckoned responsible adults, the colleges
with. As long as any minority must not hesitate to place in

At the start of this article, I
said the theme was "the future
revisited." Many people
involved with the Senate or
conversant with Senate affairs
experience a feeling of deja-vu
in the beginning of fall quarter.
If the same problems arise
each year, it is because they
have not been effectively dealt
with in the past. It is the duty of
the Senate and would certainly
be in the direct interest of every
student to take stock before the
end of this quarter of the
situations that have either
arisen during the year or are
currently confronting us. Make
a list of these things and if they
have been or are resolved —
scratch them off.
The ones left at the start of
fall quarter are the important
issues for the year. It is these
issues that the Senate, to be
effective,must resolve. The
extent to which this is
accomplished serves as a
measure of the value of the
particular Senate.
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faculty elections tabulated, results posted
The final results of the 1973
Faculty Senate Elections have
been tabulated. Dr. Robert
Badel, assistant professor of
Speech; Dr. Dennis V. Flood,
professor of English; Wilva
Hansen, instructor of
Education, and Hazel Scott,
instructor of Speech, were
elected on the third ballot to 3year terms.
Dr. Harold Hoghaug,
assistant professor of Industrial
Education, and Dr. Eleanor
Ritchie, chairman of
Geography, were elected to 2year terms.

They join Dr. James Condell,
chairman of psychology; Larry
MacLeod, assistant professor
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, and Dr. Victor
Peters, professor of History,
who were elected on previous
ballots.

The terms of office run 24
months and are staggered, with
four or five terms, alternately,
expiring each year. This year,
three elective 2-year positions
are to be filled. The president
will make his appointments
after the election is concluded.

+++

All faculty members with fulltime appointments for the
current and immediately
succeeding academic year are
eligible for nomination except:
(1) the vice president
of academic affairs and the
deans of the faculties are
ineligible to serve;
(2) the
chairman of departments are

Attention is now being turned
to nominations for the Faculty
Advisory Council. This consists
of nine full-time members of the
faculty, six of whom are elected
by the faculty and three of whom
are appointed by the college
president.

KNIGHT'S FORMAL WEAR
OFFERS THE MOST
COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE VALLEY.
COME IN
FOR EXPERT ADVICE
OR DIAL 232-8729
Free brochure on request.

these two rings nestle as if
made for each other - which
they are. From our matchless
selection of wedding sets.

JEWELERS

Since 1914

DOWNTOWN FARGO
ANDWEST ACRES

DIAMOND CKNTF.R

eligible for appointments but
not for election; (3) A Faculty
Advisory Council member
whose term is expiring shall be
ineligible for immediate re
election or appointment.
Those members whose terms
are expiring include: Vincent C.
Dispasquale,
assistant
professor of Education;

Lawrence Reed, serials
librarian; Dr. Richard Y.
Reed, professor of Psychology
and Dr. Judith Strong, assistant
professor of Chemistry.
The filing period for nominess
for the Faculty Advisory
Council begins Wednesday,
May 9, and will end on Tuesday,
May 22.

interp class fantasizes
The Moorhead State College
Speech Department will present
"Fantasy: Such Stuff as
Dreams Are Made On," at 2
p.m. Sunday, May 20.
The performance will be held

in the Center for the Arts on the
second stage. Produced by
members of the advanced oral
interpretation class, it is
directed by Michael Kelly.
Admission is free of charge.

Bikeway
Cycle
Center
Fargo's Newest
Hard-to-Find
Bike Shop
at

2107 3rd Ave. North, Fargo
FORMAL

WEAR

512 1st Ave. North, Fargo, N.D.

Features the finest in 10-Speed
bicyles.
We repair all types of bikesw
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Huddling with their chief, Mike Pehler (far left), are four student
members of the R.H.N.W.P. They are (left to right): Charles
Anderson (so-Hendricks), assistant program coordinator; Bruce
Anderson (jr-Maynard), Rich Manke (jr-Marshall) and Ken
Krekelberg (jr-Perham).

Ken Krekelberg repeats one in a nightly series of
checks of those out-of-the-way campus corners.

MSC night watchmen report thefts
Residence hall night
watchmen at Moorhead State
College reported almost 800
separate incidents during a
nine-month period. The
incidents ^ange from theft and
vandalism to non-residents
sleeping in the residence hall
lounges.
The survey was taken from
the nightly logs filled out by the
night watchmen from July 1972
through April 1973.
During this time, students
filed charges against six nonstudents who were seen or
actually caught committing an
act of theft. The total number of
reported thefts was 41 from
which eight recoveries were
made.
To many the record may not
seem impressive, but Assistant
Director for Student
Development
Coordinator,
Mike Pehler, emphasized that
the program was designed for
"prevention rather than
control."

The most incidents occurred
during October with 142
reported followed by September
with 112. The greatest problem
for night watchmen is unlocked
doors. The guards check over
1,000 doors a night and the
survey showed 423 incidents of
unlocked doors.
The problem with drunks was
the third most frequent, but the
number of reported alcohol
violations was the least. The
major problem so far this
spring has been people driving
on sidewalks.
The success of the program
allowed for hiring additional
staff. This winter the
R.H.N.W.P. added the new
position of assistant
coordinator, also a student
filled position. Charles
Anderson, (so-Hendricks) is
directly responsible for the
operation of the staff. The
assistant coordinator receives
room andboard for his position.

The night watchman program
is maintained specifically for
the protection of persons and
property located within the five
residence hall complexes, and
their adjoining parking lots.
Each night, five watchmen
are on duty. Four stationary
men are located in Dahl Hall,
Nelson-Grantham Hall,
Neumaier-Holmquist Complex
and South Snarr Hall. One
roving watchman covers all
public areas of each residence
hall and their adjoining parking
lots.
The program was started last
year by director of Housing
Elliott Garb. Garb said, "It was
decided money could be saved
by employing students instead
of the Pinkerton Security
Guards." The students often are
more concerned and offer a
more direct control.
The program employs 25
students at $1.80 per hour. The
shifts are from 11 p.m. until 7
a.m.

Main floor thoroughfare in Snarr (above) is
among pre-dawn domain of Rich Manke.

Jeff Boe (sr-Fergus Falls) is alert for unnatural
sounds in the early-morning quiet on NelsonGrantham's Main Floor (left) as he scans a
newspaper.
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Bicentennial plans underway for summer
All is going according to plan
and most plans are finished for
the 1973 installment of
Moorhead State College's 1976
Bicentennial Celebration,
according to the office of Dr.
Charles E. P. Simmons,
director of summer schools.
This summer's
program,
"The Great Plains: Romance
and Reality," is the first in a
series of 10-week summer
institutes and festivals at MSC
aimed toward the U.S.'s 1976
bicentennial celebration.
The 1973 institute will consist
of weekly courses on the Great
Plains — its history, population,
industry^ agriculture, ecology,

cattlemen and the frontier.

-(-Population of the Great
Plains, June 25-July 6
The festival will include
+Cattlemen, Railroaders and
Western drama, an old Sodbusters: Agricultural
fashioned Fourth of July, a Development of the Great
Norwegian dance troupe, an Plains, July 9-10.
Icelandic trio, Western art and
-(-Smoke over the Plains:
photography exhibits, weekly Industrialization of the Plains,
Western movies, a "Skylore of July 23-27
Tribal North America"
-(-Flora and Fauna-A
planetarium show, 18th and 19th Vanishing World, July 30-Aug.
century printing, Western 3.
leathercraft and more
-(-Myth vs. Reality in the
Some highlights of the Culture of the Great Plains,
summer are:
Aug. 6-17
-(-Western Leather Carving,
-fGeography Tour of the June 12-15
Great Plains, July 30-Aug. 4.
4-Wood Carving, June 18-22
4-01d values and new values:
-(-Religious Life of Settlers,
The Plains in Transition, June July 9-13

+Man and the Red River
Valley, July 9-20
-(-Western Movies, The
Livliest American Art Form,
July 16-27
+Old Letter Press Printing,
July 23-27
-(-Remnants of an Era, Aug.
6-9.
Guest lecturers from this, and

other colleges and universities
will deliver lectures on such
topics as Great Plains battles,
gold rushes, conservation —
and ethnic diversity.
An old fashioned 4th of July
celebration is also planned, with
ice cream, fire works, brass
bands and a speaker of note,
who has not been announced.

if you're fishing for a fry
PUBLIC SMELT FRY
Sponsored by Moorhead State
Moorhead American Legion College Vets and Moorhead
Building Thursday, May 10 at 5 American Legion, Non-profit
to 8 ,p.m.
organizations.
- Adults — $1.50
Children under 12 — 50c

12-22

JOIN THE CROWDS
At The

IRHC Picnic This Saturday
1 PJ\A. - 7 PJ\A.

- Woodlawn Park

FREE FOOD

..the same great beer
every time.
Distributed by

Beverage Wholesalers
Fargo-Moorhead
Ask for Schmidt in KEGS
at your favorite outlet.

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900
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is Christianity lost at MSCP
By Donna Bart
Christianity seems to be a lost
art on campus; lost that is
among the bombed-out keggers,
pot smoking and pornography.
It is tough to be a Christian
these days, not only because of
these normal activities termed
"corrupting" even by nonChristians — but alsobecause of
old stereotypes left over from
earlier times.
According to the "old rules,"
Christians did not drink, even
moderately, sang hymns all
day, went to church every
single Sunday, never mentioned
sex or abortion, toted Bibles
everywhere, never felt the
same desires non-Christians
did, were considered and
sometimes considered
themselves holy and pious,
volunteered for every church
committee and, at times,
jammed Christianity down
others throats like cod liver oil,
with the admonition that it was
good for you.
With odds like that, how can it
have a chance? Maybe they
need a new public relations man
you say? Possibly, but the new
Christians on campus are doing
fairly well in spite of it. True
enough, they do not find people
flocking to their cause in
hoardes, but, like the Marines,
not everyone can make the
grade...at first.
Today's Christian student on
the MSC campus is a different
breed, as I found while
researching this article. They
come on more like concerned,
very-much-alive, human beings
who are worried about many of
the same things as nonChristians and interested in
some of the same things, too,
whereas many non-Christians
tend to think of them as some
perfect, holy, non-human
beings.
One of the changes occurring
in Christianity on campus has
been noticed by Father Virgil
O'Neill of the Newman Center.
"We findmore students who are
willing to shop around in
considering a church or
denomination.
They want a
church that offers a
demonstration or an
explanation of their faith in
Christ." He added, "They are
trying to choose a church, also,
by finding a minister they can
relate to. Some kids feel at
home in every one of the
churches they go to."
This quarter the Center has
been holding two classes a
week, one in an inquiry class,
the other is for special topics.
Facilities of the Center include
a library or study room, which
is open from 8-12 p.m. every
night, a games room with ping
pong tables and a chapel.
Services are held every
Sunday in a manner rather
untraditionally Catholic, with
popular songs being sung and
the congregation allowed to
partake of the Eucharistic wine.
As with other campus
Christians, O'Neill does not
believe in forcing Christianity
or his religion, for that matter,
on anyone. "We do not go out on
the streets to grab people by the
necks and drag them in."
The United Campus Ministry,
(UCM), supported by a
composite of various Protestant

churches, has been involved
with not only the students'
spiritual education — but their
college education as well. The
group sponsored, along with
other Christian groups, a Carl
Jung workshop for credit
through the Education
Department.
Other efforts of UCM to help
the student grow spiritually
through community work,
education, evangelism and
worship are seminars in
Buddhism, psychology and the
charismatic movement plus
vocational, religious and
personal counseling. They have
held Sunday worship and
communion in the coffeehouse
but may discontinue the
practice next year.
Rev. Richard Kretzschmar
feels that UCM has fallen,
however, in the area of social
action or putting the faith to
work. So far the group has
supported the Vietnam fast and
helped bring an American holy
man to the campus for
American Indian Week.
UCM shares with Luther Hall
(Lutheran Student Movement)
and Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship, an involvement in
the local churches by student
outreach teams. These groups
lead local congregations in
worship, sing to them and tell
about their faith.
The Lutheran Student
Movement deals with students
not only through Luther Hall
and twice monthly meetings,
called Lutheran Forums, but
also with a staff of seven men
and women assigned to the
dorms.
Audrey Anderson, wife of
Glen Anderson, pastoral
advisor for Lutheran Student
Movement, ministers to those in
Dahl and South Snarr; Marilyn
Olson to Neumaier; James
McGowan to Ballard; Tom
Kangas and Phil Peterson to
Nelson. At present Grantham
and Holmquist lack a minister.
Cliff Deeton, a Presbyterian
pastor, is responsible for

contact with the MSC faculty,
student movements and
promoting of ecumenical
relationships.
Gamma Delta is the Lutheran
Missouri Synod student
organization.
The letters
Gamma Delta represent two
Greek words, gnosis and
diakonia, which represent their
two goals of growth in Christian
life and service.
The group strives to
accomplish this through a study
of Lutheran doctrine, worship,
bible study and a businessdiscussion meeting, in addition
to service projects within the
community.
Pastor Don
Bendewald is their advisor.
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship and Campus
Crusade for Christ are two
campus groups which share
similar goals and
organizational systems. Both
are nationally affiliated and do
not have a doctrine or church
teaching to tie in with their
faith, nor are they
interdenominational. Both of
their goals are fairly similar.
Both believe in Evangelism —
sharing their faith and
confronting other students
about their spiritual life and
discipleship — and training
individual students to live a
Christian life.
Intervarsity works with
students in groups of 6-8 people
who meet on a weekly basis for
Bible study, prayer and
fellowship.
They also hold
"Bible and Life" conferences at
various times throughout the
school year, retreats, weekly
meetings in which they discuss
topics that focus on different aspects of Christian lives, social
events and Evangelistic book
sales.
Six students are in charge of
leading Intervarsity.
Campus Crusade, on the other
hand, is directed by a group of
college graduates, selected
through a national
headquarters after a highly
selective process eight or more
weeks of training.

Haircuts

235-3109

Gypsy Haircuts
Page Boy Haircuts
London Bob Haircuts
Short Layered Haircuts
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NATURAL LOOKS
Tom's ParkTowers House of Beauty 501 So.

Announcing

Crusade emphasizes a
balanced Christian life and
deals with students through a
one-to-one ministry and weekly
meetings.
The organization
encourages students to attend a
local church of their choice and
according to John Akslen, local
director, "We consider them an
Evangelistic arm of the
church."
Although not an established
campus Christian organization,
Ken Miller's charismatic group
and Dave Pett of the Ministry
House, formerly the Encounter
House, also seek to help the
student in his spiritual life.
Both are a part of the
charismatic "movement" that
is sweeping the nation's
churches.
This involves
speaking in tongues, healing,
prophecy and interpretation of
tongues.
"We the members of his
household are not set up as an
outreach," said Miller (jrStaples), "but quite a few MSC
and Concordia students have
come by needing spiritual
help."
Every Thursday the
members of the house and
others, who have come to know
about the charismatic
movement through them,
gather at his house for Bible
study, speaking in tongues,
prayer, healing and sharing of

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing A Wrecker
Service

faith. The house is open at other
times also to anyone who needs
help.
"We are kind of Grand
Central Station here; the phone
is always going," he added.
The least known Christian is
the one under the supervision of
Dave Pett.
He meets with college
students on Tuesday evenings
and worships in much the same
way that Miller's group does.
"We try to teach Christians how
to walk in the Holy Spirit and to
prepare them for the life to
come" Pett said.

Dirty
Bird
IS OPEN FOIf
BANQUETS
WEDDING RECEPTIONS
CLASS REUNIONS
BUSINESS MEETINGS
CLUBS-GROUPS
600 CAPACITY
LOUNGE BAR —DANCE
FLOOR
For further information
call (218) 236-9790.
Highway 75 & 10
Moorhead, Minn. 56560

uni®n
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

JAKE'S CHAMPIIN
SERVICE
Uth A Main Avenue
5 Blocks North of MSC
233-Mtt

TOWING AND STARTING SERVICE/
MECHANIC ON DUTY

OPEN EVENINGS
LOOKING FOR
TRANSPORTATION • • • • CALL

CITY CAB
233-1354
NO METERS

24 HOUR SERVICE

Grand Opening!!

GUNTHAR'S HAS REMODELED

Stop in and register for a FREE Waterbed to be given away.
Come in and see our Tapestry Room and fiftfifTltAR

Beanbag Chairs. We have the largest
selection of Imported Bedspreads and
Persian Style Rugs in town

FARGO-MOORHEAD'S ONLY WATERBFt) STORE

303 Roberts St. — Fargo — Phone 232-3033
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and then there were none to play at MSC
By Phil Hilker

A decision was made, the They only showed up once or
ever accept offers less than
choice being narrowed down to twice and then it was not for the
those of any other people."
Rumors of this nature
Flash Cadillac and the Taj Mahal. Pribula "sent a wire concert anyway.
innundated Moorhead State Continental Kids were a short confirming that we wanted
According to Pribula, "When
College for the first half of the lived possibility. They were him," for the listed $4,000. After
school year. Impressed with the available for $3,500 total. After two days of waiting, Taj's it comes to a last minute ordeal,
good reception given Phillips at contacting their agency and agent called back and relayed it's totally useless — for the
last year's MSC concert, SUPB finding out what days that the message that Taj would not simple fact that no matter what
group you get, not everyone is
Music Committee Chairman, Nemzek Fieldhouse would be want to play in Moorhead.
going to enjoy."
Greg Pribula (so-Alvarado), open, Pribula found one day
Due to a lack of time (a week
went about the task of trying to that coincided. However, this
Winter does not think he and
retri eve him for a major spring date fell inbetween east and and two days), no attempt was
concert this year.
west coast performances for made to try and get Lobo back. KMSC represent most MSC
Flash and due to severe routing It would have been too difficult students. "But the situation
Phillips was available only p r o b l e m s , t h e i r c o s t to sufficiently publicize an act presented to us was that
between the 9th and 15th of immediately jumped to over in order to do justice to the somebody had to take the
performer. Said Pribula, "We responsibility or there wouldn't
April. In addition, he had just $5,000 total.
figure four times and then out." be a concert. There's not a
returned from a European tour,
bringing along with him four
concert now, but that's not due
Everything was set up to have
About KMSC's last minute to our initiative. There was a
other musicians as a back-up Lobo appear on May 9. He was
group. For this reason, Phillips' c o s t i n g $ 3 , 5 0 0 p l u s intervention when it heard concert booked."
fee went up from the $2,000 paid approximately $500 for sound. about the Lobo concert, Winter
him for his 1972 concert to $4,000 The Music Committee was said, "Because the kids on the
He also said that, "In the
for 1973.
preparing to make promotional M o o r h e a d S t a t e c a m p u s opinion of the people involved, a
tapes through radio station deserve more than a bubble bigger concert next year will be
Meanwhile, Bemidji State KMSC and that is when they gum act." He justified this by the lesser of two evils. I'm not
College "read our notes and found out about it. KMSC than a d d i n g , " I f w e ( K M S C ) going to speak for the musical
also wanted Shawn Phillips, and appeared at the next Music w o u l d n ' t h a v e t a k e n t h e tastes of this campus, because I
St. Cloud did too," Pribula Committee meeting and said, initiative to help Pribula, we don't know what they are. But
explained. Bemidji contacted "Lobo what?" according to wouldn't have found out as I'm sure that those tastes are
much about that Taj Mahal above the rookie caliber of
SUPB about a block booking. Pribula.
concert as we did. Also, I think L o b o . T h e r e c a n b e n o
They would offer Phillips $4,000
apiece, which included sound
KMSC's delegation was it was right for the students comparison between Lobo and
and additional female vocalist spearheaded by Greg Winter whose money was being spent to an act such as Todd Rundgren,
Bonnie Koloc. Phillips' agency
(so-Luverne), Craig Wilson (so- c o m p l a i n a n d t r y t o d o Poco, the Doobie Brothers or
turned down their offer. SUPB Moorhead), Kurt Hegland (jr- something about it."
the Jeff Beck Group."
tried once more, this time White Bear Lake), Phil Oswald
Whether or not KMSC was
offering $4,000 for Phillips only. (so-Richfield) and Rob Shield
About
the
money
justified, Pribula said, "No, allocated for the spring concert,
(fr-White
Bear
Lake).
They
"Rumors started that St.
Goud went above their heads decided that they had had (in quite frankly." He explained Pribula explained, "Our money
and offered $5,600 plus 60 per Pribula's words) "enough of that for the last two or three does not tie over. There's no
cent of the gate over $8,000," this mellow crap on campus." months KMSC had been asked way that we can get that $4,600
said Pribula, "That shot our "So I turn over my list and they to come and help with selecting next year. As of the end of the
an act for the spring concert. fiscal year, there's no money
wad, because no agency will go nuts," said Pribula.
Shawn Phillips is coming.

tied over to any student
organization that has gotten
funds from the Student Senate."
Solicitude over the cancelling
of the concert has spread
throughout the MSC population.
Senator-at Large, Walter
Eisner (fr-Luverne), made a
motion at Monday's Student
Senate meeting that the Senate
go on record as showing
concern that SUPB is not
putting on a major spring
concert. His motion was based
on the fact that money was
available to put on the concert,
yet due to someone's
incompetence, no concert is
now scheduled.
Speech-Theatre Senator Paul
Johnson (so-Moorhead), said,
"I don't think anyone is going to
wail and gnash teeth if we don't
have a spring concert."
Senator-at-Large Robin
McGrogor (so-Ada) suggested
that the Senate register more
than just concern over the
proposed spring concert. This
is due to the fact that the
Homecoming Committee is now
in regular session and we do not
want to see a flop next fall like
the one this spring.
When asked about who is
being considered for next year's
homecoming concert, Pribula
said, "It's a possibility that
Shawn Phillips may go on tour
again."
Shawn Phillips is coming?
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'Wives of Windsor1
was saved by
*

needed comic relief
By Sandy Moses

Otto Nicholai's farcical
opera, "The Merry Wives of
Windsor," was this year's
Moorhead State College Opera
production. Presented by the
MSC Music Department, and
directed by music instructor,
Michael Robbins, the opera
consisted primarily of two basic
love triangles, whose rough
edges eventually,.rounded out
into a happy ending.
Cast in the lead roles were
Jean Ellen Locke, David Martin

and Ross Stone. Supporting
actors Jeff Jarvis (frBloomington) and Dale
Anderson (fr-Starbuck), among
others, provided the much
needed comical relief through
their portrayals of two
unsophisticated suitors.
As pure opera, "The Merry
Wives of Windsor" was a
dissappointment in
characterization and staging.
However, as a unique cultural
experience, the opera proved to
be extremely likeable.

Mr. Ford (Martin) and Sir John Falstaff (Stone) drink and converse
about and during "The Merry Wives of Windsor." Photo by Kristi Swee

arts &
entertainment
Nimbus wasn't just poetry
By Russ Falk
and sassy oral interpretation.
Anyone who attended the
Black Nimbus Poetry Festival
last Wednesday or Thursday
evening expecting to hear a
poetry reading was badly
fooled. Everyone in attendance
received a dose of poetry, with a
shot of choreographic
exhibitionism, a pill of Black
pride, and a spoonful of smart

This medicine cured everyone
i n t h e audience, f o r a t l e a s t t h e
all-too-rapid passing of the two
hour performance, of any
prejudices that might have
inflicted anyone.
O v e r 100
people were in attendance on
Thursday night to be
indoctrinated in a crash course
on Black pride.

Last week's Advocate
contained a review of a group
that could care less where they
were performing.
The
participants in Black Nimbus
could not have cared more for
their audience.
Audience
participation was all but
demanded with only the most
calloused and unemotional
observer refusing to take part,
Black Nimbus quickly became
addicting and this addiction
occurred without even the
slightest knowledge of its going
on.

Black Nimbus was also a
great psychological study of the
Black identity movement in
America. Bitterness and hate,
resignation and sadness were
central themes in some of the
poetic works, but joy and
happiness, self-pride and
courage tipped the scale in
favor of hope and charity.
Many of the poems read at
Black Nimbus were written by
Moorhead State College
students. Through their poetry,
one is able to gain an insight,
however small that insight may
be, into many of the unique
problems of the Black people.

loley (so-Pleasantville, NJ) and Rochelle Callender
Paul) dance to an African beat during the recent
Nimbus Poetry Festival. Photo by Jeff Liss

It has been said that no white
person canknow anything about
Black pride or soul music.
Don't try telling that to anyone
who was at Black Nimbus.

Concert Choir is on tour, but
will sing for us this Sunday
The 50 voice MSC Concert
Choir, directed by Earnest
Harris, will present its spring
concert in the Center for the
Arts Auditorium on Sunday,
May 13, at 8:15 p.m.
This year's program consists
of the Kyrie, Gloria and Sanctus
from Palestrina's Mass "Dies
Sanctificas." Following this is
the J. S. Bach Motet: "Singet
dem Herrn," a motet for double
choir.

Following an intermission the
Six Chansons by Paul
Hindemith will be presented.
The final work is the
"Liebeslieder Walzer" Op. 50
by Brahms.
The choir is making a 3-day
tour starting May 9th, singing in
Fertile, Roseau, Winnipeg, and
Grand Forks.
The Sunday concert is free
and the public is cordially
invited.

Note: SUPB was in error in
printing the time of graduation
on their May calendar. The time
should read 2 p.m. instead of 7
p.m.

entertainment calendar
May 10-24 — 53rd Annual Student Art Show, CA Art
Gallery.
May 11 — TKE Sweetheart Ball, Ramada Inn, Moorhead,
7 p.m.
May 12 -June 3 — Ritchie Howard Jacobson, Senior
exhibit of pottery and drawings, Craft Arts Movement,
Fargo.
May 12 — "Dr. Seuss from A to Z," MSC Readers
Theatre, Moorhead Public Library, 10a.m., 2 and 3 p.m.
May 13 — MSC Choir Concert, CA Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.,
free.
May 13 — "Everything You Always Wanted to Know
About Sex," NDSU, 8 p.m.
May 14 — Mary King Osterfield and Mildred Holstad,
Faculty viola and piano recital, CA Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
May 15 — Ricardo Vissus and Mary King Osterfield,
Faculty vocal and piano recital, CA Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
May 16 — MSC Stage Band, Spring concert, CA
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
May 16 — Stage Band Concert, Frank Scott guest pianist,
Festival Hall, NDSU, 8:15 p.m.
May 14-24 — Joel Hegerle, Senior Art Exhibit, CMU
Gallery.
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Deep Purple is alive and made in Japan
By Dan Mangold

The biggest problem live Rock" and "Fireball "
albums encounter is the fact
Live albums have had their that they sould like they are
They open the album with a
ups and downs (mostly downs) recorded on a $29.95 Wollensak tune recorded in Osaka from the
in the past. Elton John's is not tape recorder from the 84th "Machine Head" called
bad, neither is the Grateful row. Not so with "Made in "Highway Star." It announces
Dead European tour LP. Japan."
Its engineering, their intentions perfectly.
Chicago's Carnegie Hall album mixing and mixdown are all Sophisticated rock'n roll in its
had some good moments, but all perfect. There are seven cuts purest form. Their organist Jon
in all "Deep Purple's Made in total on the album. Most are Lord takes the first solo which is
Japan" is flawless even down to from the "Machine Head" actually nothing special. But
the cover.
album and the rest from "In two minutes later Ritchie

'The Cheerleaders' shake their little
pompons and practice with the team
By Phil Hilker
"Come on boys. Come on,
boys. Come. Come. Come.
Come. Come on, boys."
With this rousing cheer, a
most ambitious attempt at
humorous porno opens. "The
Cheerleaders" is funny because
those involved go all the way in
trying to make it a laughable,
while somewhat stimulating
film.
P l o t w i s e ,
' ' T h e
Cheerleaders" is pretty sheer.
A girl wants to and does make
the cheerleading team, because
otherwise she cannot make it
with her boyfriend (or anyone
else, for that matter). She is
one of that rare breed of girl
known under everyone's breath
as a virgin.
By mistake, the girls exhaust
their own football team the
night before the big play-off
game. In retaliation, they go off
the same night and drain the
opposing team of its energy too.
The ensuing game played by
half-dazed footballers had its
moments and fortunately, they
did not last very long.

humor and the absolute a learning experience for all
contrived nature of the film p a s t , p r e s e n t a n d f u t u r e
make it almost a landmark in cheerleaders. And if not that,
pornography.
there are a few pleasures to be
gotten.
If nothing else, "The
Cheerleaders" should serve as

Have you tried Breunig's Lager Beer?
COMEMEETSOME BEERS
YOU'VE NEVER TRIED BEFORE

COLD KEGS

Liquor Store

1612 Main Ave., Moorhead

FREE FUN, GAMES, FOOD

IRHC Picnic
Satuday, May 12th
Woodlawn Park
EVERYONE WELCOME

"BEST PICTURE" - "BEST DIRECTOR"
BEST SCREENPLAY" • "BEST ACTRESS"

Blackmore lays down a lead
that should make most guitar
players head back to the
drawing board. He plays more
than just riffs. He creates an
image, an atmosphere.
"Child in Time" is a lot more
intense than it's previous
recording off "In Rock." My
only complaint is that lead
singer Ian Gillan has to let the
audience know he played the
role of Jesus in "Jesus Christ
Superstar."
He screams
through the entire song. Oh
well, it is still excellent.
The second side is possibly
the only weak spot of the tworecord set. Not that it is not
good, it is just not as super
exciting as the other sides.
Deep Purple at their rock
bottom worst, are still better
than about 90 per cent of all the
other groups around. Just to be
technical, side two contains

"Smoke on the Water" and
"The Mule."
While not trying to play
favorites, I like the third side
best.
"Strange Kind of
Woman" contains Gillan's best
vocal effort. He arm wrestles
each note just to make sure you
get your money's worth. Again
Blackmore shines like a 1000
watt bulb, especially on
"Lazy." Drummer Ian Paice
and bassist Roger Glover are so
beautifully simple and
uncomplicated that they
provide an exoellent back-up.
The album ends with "Space
Truckin." All that can be said is
that it provides the nicest
ending to an album any listener
could want. In summary, Deep
Purple is the only groupIknow
to run 12 Marshall amps wide
open at 5000 watts and have it
come out cleaner than a
homecoming queen's
reputation.

Planning A
Party?
Stop At

WALDORF
LIQUORS
718 Main, Fargo
Save On All
Your Party Needs
'First Package Store Across The Bridge
On Main Ave."

Cinema I — West Acres

If this story
ain'ttrue,
it sure
should have
been.

NfcW YORK FILM CRITICS AWARD

On the surface, the
cheerleaders look like nice
girls. However, once they slip
off their sweater tops and teeny
little skirts (they never wear
underthings), you realize just
now much they have in common
with Kate Smith.
The guys, on the other hand,
are your typical sun-bronzed
and bleach blonde California
surfer types. While they are
ostensibly human looking, they
also have that, "I am only doing
this for the free sex and the
money," look.
It is not the acting, though,
that makes "The Cheerleaders"
such an affable film.
The
writers went out of their ways to
cram every known sexual pun
into the film and for the most
party, they do succeed. For
example, when an older man is
trying to show one of the
cheerleaders how to stroke a
golf club, his wife interrupts
and asks if the girl she is
"trying for a birdie." She then
warns her husband with, "stay
out of the rough."
Sure, they are pretty cheap
shots, as was calling the school
Amorosa High and giving the
car wash the propitious name of
Big Beaver Car Wash. But for
the first time, this third rate

'A MAGNIFICENT, MOVING AND VERY
MYSTERIOUS NEW FILM. IT STANDS
ALONE AND IT REDUCES ALMOST
EVERYTHING ELSE YOU'RE LIKELY TO
SEE THIS SEASON TO THE SIZE OF A
SMALL CINDER. -Vincent Canby. New York Times
DAILY AT 2:00 — 7:15 — 9:30
7th AND FINAL WEEK!

When was the last time
you stood up and
applauded a movie?
JNGMAR BERGMAN'S

CRJESAND

WHISPERS .
ROGER CORMAN presents
A NEW WORLD PICTURES RELEASE

Starts Friday
Cinema 70

Eve. — 7:15-9:15
Sat.-Sun. Mat. 2:00

WALKING TALL
Might just turn out to be this year's sleeper
and emulate the runaway success of
'BILLY JACK?"
-Kevin Thomas. L.A. Times

2:15-7:00-9:2
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££&' may change existing procedures

By

The Council Curriculum and
Instruction accepted an ad hoc
report from David Flint,
chairman of the Political
Science department, that, if
implemented, could make the
CC&I take a broader overview
of curriculum at Moorhead
State College.
The report suggests that six
new committees be established
to propose new courses, change
existing courses and develop
changes in the overall
curriculum of the various
departments.

adoption of the Flint Report,
CC&I could remove itself from
rubberstamping courses and
look more at the reasons for
dropping or changing programs
that the CC&I continually
confronts.

Some members of CC&I are election involving the Faculty personnel career planning with
afraid of the proliferation of Senate.
the Counseling Center
committees.
No action is expected until responsible for the course.
N
sometime next fall.
CC&I approved on a trial
The Faculty Senate tabled the
report last week due to the end b a s i s a p l a n t h a t w o u l d
of the quarter and the current implement a trial class in

The new committees would
let students have an input
regarding existing programs
and the development of new
By Phil Powell
ones.

MSCSA meeting sees light action

Each curriculum committee
would be determined and
selected with the respective
dean and chairman. This would
The new committees would be consistent with the MSC
be:
arts, humanities and C o n s t i t u t i o n , w i t h n o
communications; mathematics department chairman being
a n d s c i e n c e ; s o c i a l a n d eligible for membership on the
behavorial
s c i e n c e s ; proposed faculty curriculum
p r o f e s s i o n a l s t u d i e s a n d committee.
business.
When one of the proposed
Under this approach, the faculty curriculum committee
different committees would arrives at a majority regarding
make recommendations on the adding of courses, or
changes in curriculum and send changing department curricula,
them to CC&I with either t h e p r o p o s a l w o u l d b e
approval or disapproval.
forwarded to the appropriate
vice president of Academic
One member of the CC&I Affairs and sent to CC&I for its
expressed the view that with the action.

Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA)
met last month at Southwestern
State College in Marshall.
Concurrent with the meeting as
a commemoration program for
Southwest's campus buildings
following the completion of the
beautiful underground Student
Union.
Items crossing the agenda at
this meeting were:

2) Action to support non program and ensure thai
monetary financial aid for adequate safeguards are
foreign students.
developed.
3) Action to protect the
confidentiality of student
records under the proposed new
State College System Computer
Program. This was divided into
two groups, one that will
attempt to have controls over
computer operations made an
internal rule of the State College
System, and another that will
monitor the progress of the

4) A proposal from Mankato
State College to reorganize
MSCSA was tabled.
5) Nominations for executive
officers for MSCSA were
opened.
May's meeting of MSCSA will
be at Bemidji State College.

1) A letter responding
favorably to the governor's
request for response to his
recommended addition of $4.1
million to the state education
budget.

IT'S ONE BIG KISS-OFF!

He's an ex-cop who fights dirty!
She's an ex-hooker
who hits below
the belt!
am

ALABAMA ROOM
AT THE ROUNDUP IN DILWORTH

GREAT KEG HOUR8-9 EVERY NIGHT
YANKEE BOOZE ATREBEL PRICES

LIVE MUSIC

THIS WEEKEND
Dan Navarro
And The Corvelles
Lady's Night Every Thursday

NEXT WEEK

MACHO

FREE FUN, G A M E S , F O O D

IRHC Picnic
Satuday, May 12th

THEBULLET
MACHINE ,
JOSEPH BRENNER ASSOCIA TES, INC. Presents

EASTMANCOLOR TECHNISCOPE

GILBERT W Y N N E -GILLY GRANT- GARY HOPE

Woodlawn Park
EVERYONE WELCOME
Northland Theatre Productions, Inc.
ANNOUNCES

AUDITIONS
for a

Detroit Lakes
Summer Theatre Company
Material: Three Selections (One Musical)

(Total time not to exceed 12 minutes.)

My.

7S L 94

NIGHTLY
7:00 AND 9:00

SUNDAY
1:00-3:00-5:00
7:00-9:00
Acres Of Free Parking

Exclusive Rocker Back Seats

So. Moorhead

May 10th, 11th, 12th
Odd Fellows Hall

7:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
116 S. 12th St.

Moorhead, Minnesota
For Information Call (701) 293-9800
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SCEC president to speak at MSC May 11th
Richard Lawrence, national
president of the Student Council
for Exceptional Children, will
be featured speaker at a noon
luncheon in the Southeast
Ballroom of the Moorhead State
Student Union, May 11.

made by contacting Mark
Wiger, president of the MSC
Student CEC Chapter, at (2366308) or the Adjunctive Services
Office, 204 Lommen Hall (2362297).

All special education majors
and any other student
interested in the education of
handicapped children are
invited. Reservations can be

Lawrence, a graduate student
at the University of Texas, has
been a teacher of handicapped
children and school
psychologist in Texas and has a
background of wide experience.
As national president of the

Student Council for Exceptional
Children, he leads
approximately 20,000 students
majoring in special education.
His visit to the MSC Campus
is in conjunction with a 2-day
conference of all Minnesota
college campus SCEC officers
to explore the possibility of
organizing a Minnesota SCEC
Association. Lawrence states
that 34 states now have such
statewide associations and they

it's the
COME TO THE FIRST
real thing Annual IRHC Picnic

are becoming an educational as
well as a politically viable force
— both state and national.
Also attending the conference
will be Rusty Welch, student
activities coordinator for the
Council for Exceptional
Children, Washington, D.C.,
and Mrs. Shirley Levine,
president of the Minnesota
Council for Exceptional
Children, the sponsor of the
conference.

The Advocate
Is now accepting
applications for staff
writers during the
'73-74 school year.
CONTACT
Steve Webber or
Tom Lundquist
236-2551

ALL WELCOME

FREE FOOD. CASH PRIZES, GAMES

SATURDAY, MAY 12
I P.M. - 7 P.M. -

WWVBIRP
9THEATER LOUNGE

BE SURE!

Park

^witlHh^avorite^j^ord

HWY. 10 EAST MOORHEAD

LINGERIE SHOW

Monday through Friday

6 — 7 p.m.

•Rasberry Brandy
Mon. — Sat.
• Jimmy Jensen in the
Red Carpet Room.
• Happy Hour 6-7 M-F
• Girls Only Half Price
10-12 M & Th.
•Keg Night M 6-7
• Box Lunch 5-7 M-F

Go with the winner
For basic economy
inc. freight

Grain Bel
BEER

M^ERICK

Prices start at

$2361 incl. freight

For proved reliability

Distributed

By

Spanky Sullivan

MUSTANG
For really beautiful driving
To

Prices start at

$2888 inc. freight

sure of a better deal, go first to . . .

FORD

W. W. Wallwork, Inc.
Corner of 1-29 & Hiway 10
FARGO
Phone 282-2350

dropping is costly; no cash, no credits
ctmic Bnggs
Rricftfs
By Steve

T>..
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By dropping classes after the Minnesota pays 35 per cent of
initial 10-day refund period, . the non-resident's bill; he must
M S C s t u d e n t s w a s t e d finance the other 65 per cent
approximately, $32,326 fall himself.
quarter 1972 and $31,929 winter
A Minnesota resident taking
quarter 1973.
undergraduate courses pays
$7.25 per credit while non
Figures from the Admissions resident undergraduates pay
and Records Office show 1,183 $15.50 per credit. On the
withdrawals fall quarter and graduate level, a Minnesota
1 , 3 2 8 w i n t e r q u a r t e r . resident pays $9.50 per credit
Withdrawa s represented 5.3 while non-residents pay $19.50.
per cent of all grades given fall
quarter and 6 per cent winter
While the tables are accurate
quarter.
in total number of withdrawal s,
they assume that withdrawals
T h e c u r r e n t M S C follow this enrollment ration of
undergraduate (catalog, The 89 residents to 11 non-residents.
Bulletin, states, "A class However, this is theory, not
dropped after the first ten days factual, so the figures are
(or equivalent) will appear on approximations.
the student's record with an
entry of 'W'
Referring to Table 1, 333 3credit undergraduate classes
Students receive no credit and were droppedlast fall quarter.
no refund for withdrawals.
By percentage, 11 per cent
represents 37 non-residents,
About 11 per cent of MSC's leaving 296 residents. At $15.50
fall and winter quarter student per credit (or $46.50 per 3-credit
body were non-Minnesota c l a s s ) , 3 7 n o n - r e s i d e n t s
residents.
withdrawlas is equivalent to
$1,720.50. At $7.25 per credit or
Since the state pays a higher $21.75 per 3-credit class, 296
proportion of tuition cost for resident withdrawals adds
residents that non-residents $6,348.
who attend Minneso a schools,
tuition fees for non-residents
Six students withdrew from 3are higher. Minnesota's share credit graduate courses for an
(roughly 70 per cent) of resident a d d i t i o n a l $ 1 7 1 . T o t a l l y ,
tuition leaves the student withdrawals from 3-credit
paying the other 30 per cent. classes alone represents a loss

to students of $8,329.
As Table 2 shows, there were
712 4-credit undergraduate
withdrawals winter quarter. By
percentage, 78 withdrawals
from 4-credit classes during
winter quarter alone came to
about $23,336.
Four-credit classes, which
are most frequently offered at
MSC, are most frequently
dropped too, accounting for 50
per cent of fall quarter
withdrawals and 54 per cent
winter quarter.
Further research revealed
nearly 75 per cent of all
withdrawals were from 100 to
200-level classes.
Although this $30,000 was a
substantial loss to students,
withdrawals were much more
predominant in previous years.
Compared to fall quarters of
1968-70, the current level is less
than half what it was.
Withdrawals in those years
represented 11.3 per cent, 10.9
per cent and 11.9 per cent of all
grades given respectively,
whereas the present level is 5.3
per cent.
While classes of six credits or
more accounted for only one per
cent of all withdrawals, they

tallied four per cent of the total
cost. During fall and winter
quarters, 16 people dropped 15
and 16-credit classes (student
teachers and interns), a total of
$1,812.50
Where did this money go?
According to Registrar Don
Engberg, it remains in "tuition
paid."
"Students have utilized the
service by remaining in class
for more than ten days. Their
continuation in the class meant
that no one else could utilize
that service, so if they don't
carry through to the end,
they've lost out,'' he
commented.
Along with other "tuition
paid," receipts from withdrawn
classes are used "to pay the
costs of education." Engberg
stated that another reason the
money is not returned to
students is that size of faculty
and size of the state's financial
allotment to MSC are
determined by the amount of
tuition received.

Engberg reported that the
state is unhappy about
withdrawals too.
"Students waste thousands of
dollars every quarter through
withdrawals, but their losses
are comparatively small
compared to the state's loss,"(
he suggests. "For every class
that's
dropped, the student,
theoretically, will take another
course and cost the state1
additional appropriation. Thus,
the cost of the student's total
education is increased both for
the student and the state of
Minnesota."
ENGRAVED PRODUCTS
RUBBER STAMPS
PRINTING— BUTTONS
_

"Better Stamps Since 1885'

Wr

Fargo Rubber
Stamp Works, Inc.
Fargo, North Dakota 58102

Ph. 701-235-5347- 64 N. 4th St. —

Box 1366

DIAMOND
RINGS

If it were to be returned,
students would lose out by
having fewer faculty and less
state aid, Engberg explained.

ATTENTION
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Dakota Service Agcy.
1621 South
University Dr.
Fargo
Phone 232-4408

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S

'The City Hall is Just Across
The Street"
in MOORHEAD

FEATURING
SHOES WITH

YOU
IN MIND

116.00

652.50
464.00

.

T A B L E 2
total MSC enrollment
4871
resident enrollment 4326—(89)
non-resident enrollment545~(ii)
No. classes
dropped

total cost
$ 217.00
848.25
38.00
248.00
1,000.50
85.50
1,720 50
6,438.00
171.00
4,092.00
15,399.00
155.00
507.00
174.00

Male and female 1625. Full coverage
available in standard
and substandard auto
insurance.

$32,326.50

OPEN:

Monday-Thursday Nites

620 2nd Ave., Fargo
total cost
5

248.00
957.00
310.00
1,145.50
1,720.50
2,204.00
58.50
256.60
4,836.00
18,386.00
114.00
77.50
217.50
93.00
261.00
174.00
174.00
696.00

Total Cost
$31,929

235-2102

THE KEG
People who drink lots of beer want it good, cold and
cheap. These people go to THB KEG. See ya there.

Town And Country Flowers
1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead - Dial 233-1323

Say It With A Flower
PLENTY OF PARKING
FREE DELIVERY

Don't Miss The MSC Stage Band

Spring Concert
Featuring BARBARA MARSH

Wednesday, May 16
At 8 : 1 5 - CA Auditorium

'Big" Band Jazz

Rock
Swing

Tickets a v a i l a b l e a t CA box office o r call 236-2271

want ads
FOR SALE: Schwinn Super Sport
10 Speed. Must sell immediately;
w and will take best offer
waS$l53ne
around $100. Call 236-2405 and leave
name and number.

FOR SALE: Selmer Mark VI
Tenor Saxophone; excellent
condition, exceptional buy at $500.
Call 236-6178.

PREGNANT A N D A L O N E ? Call

The volunteers will
provide free confidential help, help
without pressure. They'll listen
anytime ... anywhere. Call anytime
Monday - Friday, (701) 237-9955.
BIRTHRIGHT.

PERSONAL:

Sally!!!!!!!!
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JOIN: Freaks against Chicks
(FAC). Contact M. W. A. at 236-2680
for further information.

PERSONAL: Feet: Salute you
today. Pat: Shoes off to you.

BE SOCIABLE
ELSEWHERE.

SMOKE

two high school students — one
male, one female; for the period
June 11 -July 3. These students wish
to attend the MSC Summer High
School Worskshop but cannot afford
room and board».Send replies to Jim
Filibeck, Delani, MN. 55328.
FOR SALE: 12, 7 or 3-week-old
gerbils; 50 cents each. Also common
guppies for 5 cents each. Call Mark
at 233-9201 after 3 p.m.

WANTED: Blouseless cocktail
waitresses to serve liquor. Large
tips. Call Homer at 236-9790 for
appointment.

WANT JOBS: Clean-up, raking
mowing, etc. Will take care of your
property during your summer
vacations. Make reservations now.
Jon Kranz, 236-9338.

FOR SALE: Car tapeplayer: Bell
and Howell Auto Reverse Stereo
Cassette — Model 3700; excellent
condition (never used): reasonably
priced. Call Dan at 236-5691.

DESTITUTE: Best offer buys
man's and woman's 10-speed
bicycles, golf clubs, pioneer
turntable and color TV. call 2370620.

SMELT FRY:
5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday, May 10, at Moorhead
American Legion Building; adults
$1.50 and children 50 cents.
HELP CLEAR UP poor
journalism — Boycott the Advocate!

IRHC ALL-CAMPUS PICNIC:
from 1 to 7 p.m., May 12, Woodlawn
Park. Free food, games, cash prizes.
Everyone invited.

FOR SALE: 1972 Schwinn Soper
Sport 10-speed. Has lights, generator
and back rack. I need a bigger bike.
$100. Call 236-2648.

PERSONAL: To Mary, Kevin,
THANK YOU FOR NOT
Dawn, Dean, Linda, Lee, Mark,
SMOKING: At 7 p.m. Thursday,- Leslie, Marg, Rick, Del Rae, Betty,
May 10 in Room 207 Lommen Hall
Jackie, Espe, Dave and Miss Nobel:
(old Campus School).
"Stop that Krrrunsching," Kurt and
Cheryl.
ASSOCIATION for Non-Smokers'
Rights will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday,
May 10, in Room 207, Lommen Hall
(old Campus School). ~

Jon.

W A N T E D : Separate housing for

IRHC ALL-CAMPUS PICNIC:
From 1 to 7 p.m., May 12, Woodlawn
Park. Free food, games, cash prizes.
Everyone invited.

BE SOCIABLE:
ELSEWHERE.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS:
Happy Birthday to you. Happy
Birthday to you. Happy Birthday,
dear MOUSE. Happy Birthday to
you. From the Cat House.

SMOKE

THANK YOU FOR NOT
SMOKING: At 7 p.m. Thursday,
May 10 in Room 207, Lommen Hall
(old Campus School).

ASSOCIATION for Non-Smokers'
Rights will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday,
May 10, in Room 207, Lommen Hall
(old Campus School).

ATTENTION
PERSONAL: Happy Birthday,
Boobless, from Mom and all the
kids.

ATTENTION: Sylvia Porter is a
woman. Happy Birthday, Sylvia,
from your staff.

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
— Boycott the Advocate.

IRHC ALL-CAMPUS PICNIC:
From 1 to 7 p.m.. May 12, Woodlawn
Park. Free food, games, cash prizes.
Everyone invited.

FOR SALE: Gold CB 350 Honda;
$600; 2,900 miles; excellent
condition. Call 236-9271.

IRHC ALL-CAMPUS PICNIC:
From 1 to 7 p.m., May 12, Woodlawn
Park. Free food, games, cash prizes.
Everyone invited.

PERSONAL: Wishing Patrice
Diane a happy sun-filled birthday.

FOR SALE: Leaving town, must
sell! TEAC 3300 Stereo Deck; a
dual 1218 turntable; Shure
Cartridge; Sony TC-55 Super
Portable Cassette. Call 233-3443
before 9 a.m. or after 6 p.m. Also 110Ib. weight-lifting set.

FOR RENT:
1-bedroom,
furnished basement apartment;
three blocks from MSC at 503 10th St.
S. Available June-August. Rent of
$125 a month includes utilities and
use of washer and dryer. Call 2333145.

BUG YOU: Does the
Administration bug you?
PERSONAL: To Deutsch Klub
members who missed the wild
weekend trip: From Mary, Kevin,
Dawn, Dean, Linda, Mark, Lee,
Leslie, M. Reimler, Rick, Del Rae,
Betty, Jackie, Espe, Dave and
Fraulein Nobel — "Stop that
Krrrunsching," Cheryl and Kurt.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to a real
sensuous woman. Well, almost.

PERSONAL: A happy WOMP to
49.

Nixon

WANTED: Two female
roommates to share 2-bedroom
duplex one block from campus. Call
233-1245.

IRHC ALL-CAMPUS PICNIC:
From 1 to 7 p.m., May 12, Woodlawn
Park. Free food, games, cash prizes.
Everyone invited.

FOR SALE: Craig Portable 8track Tape Player: 1-year old. Call
Barb at 236-3812.

No matter what the occasionprom, graduation or just a
get together at your
favorite park
YOUNG AMERICA has

all the looks you need,

PERSONAL: Pat: Here's your
birthday special — a gift certificate
for the affinity of your dreams
(Oliver North awaits you). Yours
truly, the Mother Goose Fly-by-night
Affinity Service.

LOST: Golf club; a No. 8 iron;
Golfcraft PTR; $5 reward. Call 2366205.

IF MY smoke gets in your eyes,
get out of the room.
x

FOR SALE: One pair of size 10,
men's off-white, bowling shoes.
Contact Kim Aschemeyer after 9
p.m. weekdays at 236-2871.

FOR SALE: Masterwork
Component Stereo with Garrard
Turntable; excellent sound; must
sell; $65. Call 236-2780 or 236-2820.

IF YOU don't like my smoking,
leave the room.

official bulletin
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar
WITHDRAWAL DEADLINE: Friday, May 11, at 3 p.m. is the deadline for
withdrawing from Spring 1973 classes. All withdrawals must be processed at
the Admissions and Records Office before that time.
FALL 1973 PRE-REGISTRATION: Class schedules for Fall 1973 are now
available at the Office of Admissions and Records. Pre-registration will be
held in MacLean 126-123 Monday-Friday, May 14-18, according to
instructions printed in the class schedule.
SPRING 1973 GRADUATES: All applications for graduation have now
been processed. Prospective graduates who have not received letters by May
14 regarding their approval for graduation should report to the Office of
Admissions and Records immediately.
SPRING 1973 FINAL CLASS WEEK: Classes of 3 or more credits will
meet May 21-24 according to the following schedule. Final examinations in
classes of 1 or 2 credits will be given before May 21.
FINAL CLASS SCHEDULE FOR SPRING 1973
Normal Class Time
10 a.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
Open

Final Week Schedule
9a.m.
Monday, May 21
12 noon^
Monday, May 21
3p.m.
Monday, May 21
6:30 p.m.
Monday, May 21

8 a.m.
11a.m.
2 p.m.
Open

Tuesday, May
Tuesday, May
Tuesday, May
Tuesday, May

9 a.m.
12 noon
3 p.m.

Wednesday, May 23
Wednesday, May 23
Wednesday, May 23

22
22
22
22

9 a.m.
12 noon
3 p.m.
6:30p.m.
9 a.m.
12 noon
3 p.m. .

events calendar
Thursday, May 10
4:30 p.m. — Pi Kappa Delta Initiation 8. Banquet — Room 202 & Ballroom,
Union
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7 p m . — Open meeting of Homecoming Committee — Union Room 212
Friday, May 11
8-4 p.m. — Metric Workshop — Hagen Auditorium
9-2 p.m. — Conference on Exceptional Children — Ballroom, Union
6:30-8:30 p.m. — Faculty —Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7 p.m. — TKE's Sweetheart Ball — Ramada Inn, Mhd.
Sunday, May 13
8:15 p.m. —MSC Choir Concert— CA Auditorium
Monday, May 14
4 p.m. —Faculty Meeting — Biology Room 110
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting — Senate Chambers, Union
7.9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8:15 p.m. — Faculty Recital: MARY KING OSTERFIELD, Viola 8.
MILDRED HOLSTAD, Piano — CA Recital Hall
Tuesday, May 15
All Day —25th Annual Roy Domek Relays— Nemzek Stadium
7 p.m. — Spurs Installation — Owens Lounge
7-9 p.m. Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30p.m.— SIMS Meeting — Union Room 215
8:15 p.m. — Faculty Recital: RICARDO VISUS, Tenor 8. MARY KING
OSTERFIELD, Piano — CA Recital Hall
Wednesday, May 16
3:45 p.m. — Alumni Board Meeting — Union Room 148
4p m. — Dining Service Committee Meeting — Union Room 246
5:30 p.m. — Baha'i Meeting — Union Room 218
6:30 p.m. — Faculty Spring Retirement Banquet — Ballroom, Union
8:15 p.m. —Spring Concert: MSC Stage Band —CA Auditorium

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

YOUNG
AMERICA
Concept 208—West Acres

Minot - Bismarck

THE
OPTOMETRIST
PROFESSIONALS
Contact Lenses
515 1st Ave. N. - Ph. 238-1292

,

DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
CONTACT LENSES

OPTOMETRIST
Box 249, Moorhead Center Mall — Ph. 233-1624

BSC final foe
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• MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
• BANQUET & MEETING R O O M S TO 1 5 0
• O N & O F F SALE LIQUORS

282-3693

• SMORGASBORD
MON.-SAT., 11 A.M. — 2 P.M.
UVE ENTERTAINMENT NITELV

Sportland Specials
BERT WEAVER
OUTFIT-

Reg. '170
NOW

Includes:
3 Woods
8 Irons

SQQ00

12 ASSORTED GOLF BALLS

$ £ 0 0

Doz.

TENNIS SHIRTS AND SHORTS
MEN'S AND LADIES'OUTFITS

221 MAIN, MOORHEAD

When you know
it's for keeps

By Mary Ann Young

RAUSCH
LIQUORS
IS NOW
OPEN

At
1330 Main In
Moorhead
To Provide
You With The
Finest Selection
Of Wines And
Beer In The Area.
We Have COLD
Kegs For Your
Spring Parties.

1330 Main, Moorhead

After a disappointing
weekend against the University
of Minnesota-Morris, the
Dragon Baseball Team spurted
back May 7 to split a nonconference twin bill with North
Dakota State University.
Following a fine showing last
May 4, whipping Morris in a
strong 6-1 decision, the Dragons
dropped a double header in May
5 against the UMM Team.
Pitcher Mike Wilson (srDumont) led the Moorhead
squad to victory by striking out
14 Morris batters. In the May 5
twin bill, with the batting
lagging, Moorhead led only for
a few innings before dropping
the first decision to Morris, 8-5.
George Spanish (jr-Hibbing)
. was on the mound for the first
game and Paul Heerwald (srMoorhead) pitched the second.
The second game on Saturday,
with Moorhead losing 4-2, left
the Dragons with a 4-8 mark in
the NIC race.
Despite a team batting
average of .241, the Dragons
managed to slam four home
runs in the Morris series. Kevin
Reitz (sr-Moorhead) cracked a
pair with Joe Harvala (jrOsage) and Larry Higdem (soDetroit Lakes) each hitting a
homer.

The first game of the double
header with NDSU left Wilson
with another pitching victory,
striking out eight hitters.
Keeping pace with Dragon
batting trend, Harvala and Bill
Ford (jr-Moorhead) each
slammed homeruns to add to a
final score of 7-4.
In the second game, Vic
Carlson (jr-Browerville) was
handed the loss.
Holding the lead for half an
inning, the Dragons dropped the
game, 12-6. Three more homers
were chalked up in this game by
Heerwald, Harvala and pinchhitter Ryan Bremmer (soParkers Prairie).
Moorhead faces third-place
Bemidji State College in a 3game series this weekend at
Moorhead in its final NIC
games this year. Coach Bill
Thomas feels "pretty
optimistic" about the series and
feels it is a "definite
opportunity to move up a couple
notches in the standings."
Referring to the problems the
team seems to be having, he
stated, "The overall team
defense has improved and we
seem to breaking out of our
hitting slump."
Coach Thomas named his
pitching choices for the final
series as Wilson, Spanish and
Heerwald.

women place third
By Gayle Cossette

The women's track team
placed third out of four teams in
the South Dakota State
University Invitational last
Thursday with 54 points. SDSU
and Mankato State took first
and second spots with 73 and 54
points.
Ky Gohdes (sr-Mapleton) and
Helen Brubakken (so-So. St.
Paul) had the only firsts for
MSC in that meet. Gohdes was
first in the 100 meter hurdles
and Brubakken was first in the
880 .

MSC participated in a meet at
Dickinson on May 1 in which
they did not place.
Shelly
Waters (fr-White Bear Lake)
was second and Brubakken
third in the 440.

The Dragonnette's next meet
is tomorrow at Bemidji State
College.
The women's tennis team has
also been active this quarter.
Four women entered the
University of Minnesota
Invitational last weekend, and
although no one placed all four
experienced some very tough
competition, according to
Coach Eileen Hume.
Hume's tennis team will
participate in their final
competition this weekend at
Carlton College.
Eileen
Kuppich (jr-Fargo) and Rose
Herrera (so-Minneapolis) will
compete in singles and Nadine
Aslagson (jr-Starbuck) and
Randi Huard (so-Detroit Lakes)
in doubles.

intram urals

Love Is
A Giving
Thing
FAIR HAVEN
WED RING

TRIPOLI
WED. RING

Keepsake'
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

R I N G S

Love's perfect symbol is a Keepsake Diamond Ring . . . created
in rich 14K gold and set with a perfect center engagement
diamond. Choose yours today from our exciting new selection.

The final event on the intramural calendar, outdoor track, will
begin May 15, concluding May 16.
There will be five running events, two hurdling events, four field
events and two relays.
The registration deadline is the day of the meet.
Next week the standings for place-point participation for spring
quarter will be listed.
Listed below are spring quarter's scheduled intramural events.

W

A FREE Dinner
for two with each
engagement ring.

Basketball
March 9
Badminton
March 14
Volleyball Tournament March 30
Tennis-Mixed Doubles
Apr. 6
Softball
Apr. 12
Horseshoes
Apr. 25
Trapshoot
At Meet

ZdimmetfA

MEN
Badminton-Doubles
"Swimming
Indoor Track
Weightl ifting
Tennis-Doubles
Racquet ball-Doubles
Softball-Slow Pitch
Soccer
Horseshoes
Tug of War
Trapshoot
Outdoor Track

Madsen's Jewelry
Home Of Keepsake Diamonds
Free Gentleman's Wedding Band With
Purchase Of Each Diamond Engagement Set

627 1st Ave. North, Fargo
Member Park & Shop

FARGO JEWELRY MFG.
Hinits enlarged to show detail. Trade-Mark Rei

Registration
Deadline

Forgo, N. Dok.

58102

CO

March 12
March 19
March 27
March 28
March 30
Apr. 12
Apr. 11
Apr. 20
Apr. 24
May 1
At Meet
May 15

Competition
Begins

Participation-Place
Points-Last to 1st

Week of March 12
March 15
Apr. 2
Apr. 9
Apr. 16
Apr. 26
Week of May 7

March 13
March 20
March 28
March 29
Apr. 2
Apr. 16
Apr. 12
Apr. 23
Apr. 25
May 2
Week of May 7
May 16

50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
25-75

25-75
25-75
50-1500
25-75
25-75
25-75
50-150
25-75
25-75
25-75
25-75
25-75
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NIC outdoor Dragon's final conquest
By Bruce Hansen
In a little over a week, the
tracksters of MSC will defend
their 1972 Northern
-Intercollegiate outdoor track
championship when they travel
to Morris May 18 and 19. If
Moorhead takes the outdoor
track honors it will mark the
second consecutive year they
have captured both the NIC
indoor and outdoor track titles.
Leading up to the NIC tilt the
Dragons hosted the Moorhead
Interstate Invitational held May
1. The meet was won relatively
easy by the Dragons with the
only real problem being running
on a track that was in such poor
condition. ...Although the
maintenance crew did its best to
ready the track for competition,
it became apparent that
Moorhead State is in need of a
new all weather track. If such a
track were built it would give
more MSC students a chance to
watch and appreciate
Moorhead's track program
while providing an adequate
track for the Dragons to
practice and hold meets.
Last Saturday, the Dragons
traveled to St. Paul for the
Macalester Invitational. MSC
made an excellent showing in
the 20 team field by claiming six
first places, four second places
and placing in 13 of the 17
events. No team points were
compiled for the meet.
One of the highlights of the
meet was when shot putter Dale
Robley (sr-Pelican Rapids)
once again shattered his own

Pete Lapka's last lap spurt gave him a come-from-behind victory
over teammates Bob Berscheid and Line Woodbury.

school record with a toss of 557% good for first place. Robley
went on from his record
breaking toss of the shot to
capture first place in the discus.
Other sparking finishers for
the Dragons were Ray Farwell
in the 440, Pete Lapka in the 880,
and the mile and two mile relay
teams who all walked off with
first place honors.
Taking

Moorhead State sprinter Gary Tapper (center), shows perfect form
while exiting from starting block

satisfied."
One of the most important
objectives accomplished during
these two meets was that the
Dragons were individually able
to compete in the events they
Looking back on the last two will participate in at the NIC
meets coach Ron Masanz stated meet. Masanz also added that
that the track team "is farther S a t u r d a y ' s s h o w i n g a t
ahead at this time than in other M a c a l e s t e r w a s M S C ' s
years." Masanz went on to say strongest showing ever at the
that he was "more than Macalester Invitational.
second place laurels were Steve
Gergets in the long jump, Rich
Dokken in the triple jump, Bob
Jappe in the High hurdles, and
the 440 yard relay team.

Photos by Pat Gerlach

Moorhead's strongest
competition for the NIC outdoor
crown appears to be St. Cloud
State. St. Cloud was this year's
NIC indoor runner-up to the
Dragons.
Also expected to
surprise some people is
Michigan Tech.
If this year's NIC indoor meet
was any indication, the Dragons
should bring home another
championship to MSC later this
month.
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girls airing their voices;
female DJ's increasing
By Peg Shea

Cathi Legueri (so-Coleraine) on the air at KMSC.

Nancy Benson (so-Highland
Park, IL) is on the air from 4-6
D e s p i t e t h e g e n e r a l p.m. every Friday. Benson's
broadcasting world's view that show features basically top hits
females have poor broadcasting a n d t h e r e g u l a r n e w s
voices and no vocal personality, broadcasts.
KMSC manager, David Friend,
accepted applications from five
Ann Clemmensen (jrMSC females for spring quarter
programming.
Breckenridge) and Sue
Branvold (so-Greenbush)
A steady increase in the a l t e r n a t e w e e k s f o r t h e
number of female applicants S a t u r d a y e v e n i n g s h o w ,
has occurred at KMSC since the running from 9 p.m. until
station headquarters were m i d n i g h t , w i t h o p e n
moved from Ballard basement programming.
to Comstock Memorial Union.
Friend attributed the increase
Cathi Legueri (so-Coleraine)
to the new location and its
has been doing the Saturday
comfortable atmosphere.
morning show since the
beginning of spring quarter.
Each of the five female DJ's
has a time and a basic format Following the KMSC morning
format, this show, lasting from
for her show.

9 a.m. until noon, includes top 40
hits, oldies, lively music and
hourly news broadcasts.
Every Thursday evening
from 9 until midnight, Roberta
Jo (Bert) Marshall (frFarmington) is on the air with
her KMSC partner Frank
Snyder (so-White Bear Lake).
This show, entitled "In the
Garden," features rock music,
poetry readings, interviews
with campus personnel and
touches of humor.

There has been no
discrimination against the
females at KMSC. Cathi
Legueri commented, "I'm just
like one of the boys (at the
station!).

rrs

LATER THAN
YOU THINK.
On M a Y 1 5 r time runs
out for you to enroll in the
2-year Air Force ROTC Pro
gram. Here's what you'll
miss:
• $100 a month, tax-free,
during your junior and
senior years.
• the chance to win a full
Air Force scholarship
(including tuition, lab
fees, the works).
• a challenging job as an
Air Force officer upon
graduation.
• a future where the sky
is no limit.
Contact Mai Schindler
At 701-737-5186

Find Yourself A Future In
Air Force ROTC.

"Pioneers Crossing The Cumberland Cap" (detail) by George Caleb Bingham
-Courtesy Washington University Gallery of Art, St. Louis-

A great nation^ greatest beer.
Proud pioneers like these made America great. The
challenge of a new life, combined with native traditions
forged America's unique heritage.
Andeker combines a European heritage with America's
independent spirit. The result is the beer supreme. Andeker
is brewed from extra-rich malt, select grains and the finest
of choice hops. Then, it is extra-aged to insure its mellow
continental flavor. Andeker is the richest beer brewed in
America. Only the single-minded concern for
excellence of the Pabst Brewing Company can
bring it to you.
a
4

MSC
Sunday
(11 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

Good Every Sunday

[Sirloin Steak
Reg.
$2.29

$f.89

complete with
tossed salad,
baked potato and
Texas toastl

sjwoehjw

MSC STUDENTS
LND FACULTY ONLY
(I.D.'J needed)

mim
SRLorant

OF AMERICA

. Come on out to

3he BEER Supreme

2515 So. University
LPhone 232-3127,

Copyrights'1972, PABST BREWING COMPANY < Milwaukee, Wis . Peoria Heights. Ill . Newark, N.J., Los Angeles, Cal

Pabst Ga

